Introduction: Lexico-semantic disturbances are considered central to schizophrenia. Clinically, their clearest manifestation is in language production. However, most studies probing their underlying mechanisms have used comprehension or categorization tasks. Here, we probed automatic semantic activity prior to language production in schizophrenia using event-related potentials (ERPs). Methods: 19 people with schizophrenia and 16 demographically-matched healthy controls named target pictures that were very quickly preceded by masked prime words. To probe automatic semantic activity prior to production, we measured the N400 ERP component evoked by these targets. To determine the origin of any automatic semantic abnormalities, we manipulated the type of relationship between prime and target such that they overlapped in (a) their semantic features (semantically related, e.g. "cake" preceding a < picture of a pie > , (b) their initial phonemes (phonemically related, e.g. "stomach" preceding a < picture of a starfish >), or (c) both their semantic features and their orthographic/phonological word form (identity related, e.g. "socks" preceding a < picture of socks >). For each of these three types of relationship, the same targets were paired with unrelated prime words (counterbalanced across lists). We contrasted ERPs and naming times to each type of related target with its corresponding unrelated target. Results: People with schizophrenia showed abnormal N400 modulation prior to naming identity related (versus unrelated) targets: whereas healthy control participants produced a smaller amplitude N400 to identity related than unrelated targets, patients showed the opposite pattern, producing a larger N400 to identity related than unrelated targets. This abnormality was specific to the identity related targets. Just like healthy control participants, people with schizophrenia produced a smaller N400 to semantically related than to unrelated targets, and showed no difference in the N400 evoked by phonemically related and unrelated targets. There were no differences between the two groups in the pattern of naming times across conditions. Conclusion: People with schizophrenia can show abnormal neural activity associated with automatic semantic processing prior to language production. The specificity of this abnormality to the identity related targets suggests that that, rather than arising from abnormalities of either semantic features or lexical form alone, it may stem from disruptions of mappings (connections) between the meaning of words and their form.
Introduction
Schizophrenia has long been characterized as an abnormality of semantics -a breakdown in the extraction and production of meaningful relationships (Bleuler, 1911 (Bleuler, /1950 . Clinically, semantic abnormalities are most prominent in the disorganized speech produced by some patients (positive thought disorder, Andreasen and Grove, 1986; Elvevåg et al., 2007; McKenna and Oh, 2005) . However, most cognitive and neuroscientific evidence for semantic abnormalities in schizophrenia comes from studies of language comprehension (Kuperberg, 2010a (Kuperberg, , 2010b Kuperberg et al., 2009) . In the present study, we report for the first time that people with schizophrenia show abnormal neural activity associated with automatic semantic processing prior to producing words. Moreover, we specifically link this abnormality to dysfunction of the mappings (connections) between the meaning of words and their form.
The most common way in which semantic processing has been studied in schizophrenia is using the semantic priming paradigm. The behavioral semantic priming effect describes the faster time it takes to recognize, read, or classify a target word that is preceded by a semantically related (versus unrelated) prime word (Meyer and Schvaneveldt, 1971; Neely, 1991) . Electrophysiologically, the effect manifests as a relative reduction in the amplitude of the N400 eventrelated potential (ERP) -a waveform that peaks at approximately 400 ms after stimulus onset and that is sensitive to the ease of accessing the semantic properties of that stimulus (Kutas and Federmeier, 2011) . When experimental conditions discourage strategic top-down mechanisms (e.g. when the time interval between the onset of the prime and the target -the Stimulus Onset Asynchrony, SOA -is very short), the semantic priming effect is driven primarily by automatic mechanisms: the prime automatically pre-activates semantic features of the target word, facilitating semantic processing of the target when it is presented.
If the prime and the target are directly semantically associated and/ or share common semantic features, the magnitude of the automatic semantic priming effect in people with schizophrenia is usually same as in healthy controls (e.g. Barch et al., 1996; Blum and Freides, 1995; Chapin et al., 1992; Ober et al., 1995; Vinogradov et al., 1992) . This suggests that the automatic activation of semantically related words in schizophrenia is normal. If, however, the relationship between the prime and target is indirect, the automatic semantic priming effect can be larger in people with schizophrenia than in healthy controls, particularly in patients with positive thought disorder Moritz et al., 2001; Moritz et al., 2003; Spitzer et al., 1993; Weisbrod et al., 1998) ). This has been taken as evidence for an abnormally broad spread of automatic activity across semantic memory in schizophrenia.
Although the automatic semantic priming paradigm has yielded important insights, it has two major limitations. First, because it only manipulates the semantic relationship between the prime and the target, it primarily probes disturbances within semantic memory itself. However, there are alternative accounts of how automatic semantic abnormalities might arise in schizophrenia. One possibility is they stem from disturbances of lower-level perceptual representations that propagate up to influence semantic processing (see Javitt, 2009; Leitman et al., 2010) . Another possibility is that they stem from noisier connections between a word's semantic features and its lexical form.
1 This account assumes a connectionist-type architecture (cf. Rumelhart et al., 1986) , in which our knowledge of a particular word is encoded as the strength of connections between processing elements that represent its sensory properties and its meaning (e.g. Dell et al., 1999; Grainger and Holcomb, 2009 , see figures in the Discussion). For example, our knowledge of the word, "boy", its specific orthographic form (b-o-y) and its specific sound (/bɔɪ/) are conceptualized as connecting strongly and precisely to a particular set of semantic features that characterize a boy (e.g. < male > , < young > , < human >). In schizophrenia, these connections may be weaker and less finely-tuned than in healthy adults. For example, the connections between b-o-y or /bɔɪ/ may be more weakly connected to a broader set of semantic features (e.g. < male > , < female > , < young > , < old > , < human >). The second main limitation of using the traditional semantic priming paradigm to probe automatic semantic disturbances in schizophrenia is that it does not directly index language production. Rather, it requires participants to recognize, read, or categorize target words whose orthographic or phonological forms are provided by the bottomup input. However, as noted above, the clearest clinical manifestation of semantic dysfunction in schizophrenia is in language production -the symptom of positive thought disorder (Andreasen and Grove, 1986) . Therefore, a paradigm that requires participants to actually produce target words might provide a more sensitive measure of any underlying semantic abnormality.
Importantly, the effects of introducing a related prime word can be quite different in production tasks from categorization/recognition tasks. Whereas a related (versus an unrelated) prime word will usually facilitate the recognition or categorization of a target word, it can actually interfere with producing the name of a target picture. This interference effect can be explained by connectionist theories, particularly those that posit close relationships between language comprehension, production and adaptation (e.g. Dell and Chang, 2014; Oppenheim et al., 2010) . According to such theories, each time a word is processed (comprehended or produced), the connections between its semantic features and its lexical form are strengthened -adaptation. This means that if a participant has just strengthened connections between the semantic and form properties of a prime word, then these connections can compete when she comes to strengthen connections between the semantic features and lexical form of a related target word, ahead of its production. The costs of inhibiting these competing connections can outweigh any facilitatory effects, leading to an interference effect.
The present study aimed to address these drawbacks of the classic semantic priming paradigm. We probed automatic semantic processing ahead of word production -picture naming -by measuring the amplitude of the N400 component, time-locked to the onset of a target picture. In this type of naming task, the N400 is often assumed to capture activity associated with mapping the target's semantic features on to its lexical form, prior to production (Chauncey et al., 2009; Koester and Schiller, 2008; see Blackford et al., 2012, pp. 96-97 for a detailed discussion). Importantly, it can be measured without significant contamination of articulation artifact.
In order to probe the origins of any automatic semantic abnormalities in schizophrenia, we used a paradigm that we have previously developed in young healthy controls (Blackford et al., 2012) . Each target picture was immediately preceded by a prime word, and we manipulated the relationship between the prime and target such that they overlapped in (a) their semantic features, (b) their phonemic properties (sharing the same initial phonological segment), or (c) both their semantic features and their lexical form. For each of these three types of relationships, the same targets were paired with unrelated prime words, which were counterbalanced across lists, see Fig. 1 . In all cases, the prime word was preceded by a forward mask, and the SOA between prime and target was very short (60 ms), ensuring that the effects of the prime on the target reflected automatic processes. We asked three questions:
1. Do automatic semantic disturbances prior to language production in schizophrenia stem from a primary disturbance within semantic memory?
To address this question, we compared ERPs and naming times to target pictures that were preceded by semantically related prime words (e.g. < picture of a pie > preceded by "cake") with target pictures preceded by semantically unrelated prime words (e.g. < picture of a pie > preceded by "chalk"), see Fig. 1A . In healthy individuals, a semantically related (versus unrelated) prime leads to a reduction in the amplitude of the N400 evoked by the target, but to a longer time to name the target -behavioral interference (Blackford et al., 2012) . The N400 priming effect is thought to result from an automatic pre-activation of the target's semantic features by the semantically related prime. This pre-activation makes it easier for producers to access these semantic features and begin to map them on to the lexical form of the target prior to its production. The behavioral interference effect is the classic picture-word semantic interference effect (Alario et al., 2000; Lupker, 1979; Rosinski, 1977) . It occurs at a slightly later stage of processing, following the N400 time window when lexical selection is complete (Blackford et al., 2012) . Within the type of connectionist framework described above (e.g. Dell and Chang, 2014; Oppenheim et al., 2010) , this interference effect is attributed to the costs of inhibiting competing connections (between the prime's semantic features and its lexical form), as the producer strengthens the specific set of connections between the target's semantic features and its lexical form prior to production. If, in schizophrenia, the automatic spread of activity between related features with semantic memory is intact, the N400 priming effect prior to producing semantically related (versus unrelated) targets should be the same as in healthy controls. Moreover, if, as in healthy controls, people with schizophrenia are able to inhibit competing connections between the prime's semantic features and its lexical form, then they should also show a later behavioral semantic interference effect, with longer naming times to semantically related than unrelated targets.
2. Do automatic semantic disturbances prior to language production in schizophrenia stem from lower-level phonemic abnormalities?
To address this second question, we compared ERPs and naming times to target pictures that were immediately preceded by phonemically related prime words (overlapping in their initial phonemic segment, e.g. < picture of a starfish > preceded by "stomach") with unrelated targets (e.g. < picture of a starfish > preceded by "ball"), see Fig. 1B . In healthy adults, this contrast is not associated with modulation on the N400 or any other ERP component (Blackford et al., 2012) . This suggests that phonemic activity does not usually feed forward to influence automatic semantic facilitation prior to production. However, naming times are faster to phonemically related than unrelated targets (Blackford et al., 2012 ; see also Grainger and Ferrand, 1996; Kinoshita, 2000; Schiller, 2008) . This may reflect priming that occurs after the ERP epoch at relatively late stages of production, such as phonological or articulatory encoding.
If semantic abnormalities in schizophrenia arise from an abnormal increase in feedforward activation from the phonemic to the semantic level of representation, then patients might show modulation on the N400 to phonemically related (versus unrelated) targets. If, however, phonemic representations and their interactions with semantic representations are relatively preserved, then, like controls, patients should show no modulation on the N400. They should also show no differences from controls on naming times to phonemically related (versus unrelated) targets.
3. Do automatic semantic disturbances prior to language production in schizophrenia stem from abnormalities at the interface between semantic features and lexical form?
Finally, to directly assess the interface between semantic features and lexical form, we compared ERPs and naming times to target pictures that were immediately preceded by identity related prime words, which overlapped in both their semantics and their lexical form with the name of the target picture (e.g. < picture of socks > preceded by "socks") with targets preceded by unrelated primes (e.g. < picture of socks > preceded by "waffle"), see Fig. 1C . In healthy adults, this contrast reveals an even larger priming effect on the N400 than that seen in contrasting semantically related and unrelated targets (Blackford et al., 2012) . This is because the prime pre-activates not only the semantic features of the target, but also its lexical form, thereby prestrengthening precise connections between these two levels of representation. Thus, when healthy participants come to produce the name of the target, it is easier for them to strengthen the same connections between its semantic features and its lexical form: they have, in effect, already used the form of the prime to precisely predict the semantic features of the target picture.
If, when processing the prime, people with schizophrenia pre-establish relatively more diffuse and weaker connections between its meaning and form, then when they subsequently come to produce the target word and attempt to establish precise connections between its semantic features and its lexical form, these more diffuse connections might compete. This would lead to an interference effect on the N400, with a larger (more negative) N400 to identity related than unrelated targets. Put another way, a failure of patients to use the form of the prime to precisely predict the semantic features of the target may lead to increased competition at the level of the connections between semantic features and lexical form as patients come to produce the target.
Materials and methods

Design and stimuli
The stimuli were almost identical to those described in detail in our previous study in young healthy adults (Blackford et al., 2012 2 There are, however, alternative accounts of the behavioral picture-word semantic interference effect. Some have argued that competition is an inherent part of lemma selection (e.g. Cutting and Ferreira, 1999; Levelt et al., 1999; Roelofs, 2004 ; see also Starreveld and La Heij, 1996) . Others have argued that interference reflects non-competitive processes that occur at a late stage of response selection (Caramazza and Costa, 2000; Mahon et al., 2007) .
G.R. Kuperberg et al. NeuroImage: Clinical 18 (2018) 74-85 recognizable objects, were taken from the Hemera Photo Objects database (Hemera Technologies Inc., 2002). Images were 256 × 256 and all had a white background. These 270 pictures were divided into three sets. Ninety pictures were paired with a semantically related prime word, which shared both semantic associations and semantic features with the picture's name; ninety pictures were paired with a phonemically related prime word, which shared the same initial phonological segment but not the same initial syllable as the picture's name; ninety pictures were paired with identity related prime words, which corresponded to the picture's name.
Then, for each set of 90 related word-picture pairs, a set of unrelated word-picture pairs was created by pseudorandomly pairing the picture targets with prime words that corresponded to the names of other picture targets. An example of each type of related prime-target pair, and its corresponding unrelated pair, is given in Fig. 1 . These related and unrelated word-picture pairs were counterbalanced, across two experimental lists, which were seen by different participants. For example, referring to Fig. 1 , the < picture of a pie > might appear with the word "cake" in list 2 (semantically related), but with the word "chalk" in list 1 (unrelated); the < picture of a starfish > might appear with the word "stomach" in list 1 (phonemically related) but with the word "ball" (unrelated) in list 2, and a < picture of socks > might be preceded by the word "socks" in list 1 (identity related) but by the word "waffle" in list 2 (unrelated). This design meant that, for each type of relationship, the same sets of targets were seen in related and unrelated conditions across participants. This was important because it reduced the chances that differences between the related and unrelated targets in their visual complexity, familiarity or frequency would confound the ERP findings.
ERP experiment
Participants
Twenty-four patients with DSM-IV diagnosed schizophrenia were initially recruited from the Erich Lindemann Mental Health Center, Boston, and sixteen healthy volunteers were initially recruited by advertisement. One patient chose to withdraw from the study and, as noted below, four patients were subsequently excluded because of ERP artifact. This left a total of 19 patients and 16 controls whose ERP data were fully analyzed. Healthy volunteers were screened to exclude the presence of psychiatric disorders and were not taking medication affecting the Central Nervous System. Seventeen of the included patients were receiving stable doses of antipsychotic medication; two patients were not receiving any antipsychotic medication. Three patients were taking anticholinergic medication. In 16 of the 19 patients, symptomatology was assessed (on the day of ERP testing) using the Scale for the Assessment of Positive Symptoms (SAPS: Andreasen, 1984b) , 3 the Scale for the Assessment of Negative Symptoms (SANS: Andreasen, 1984a ) and the Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale (PANSS: Kay et al., 1987) . In Table 1 , we report summary data (summed scores) for the SAPS and SANS. All participants were right-handed and had normal or corrected-tonormal vision. Participants were excluded if they had a history of neurological injury, head trauma with documented cognitive sequelae, medical disorders that can impair neurocognitive function, or if they met DSM-IV criteria for substance abuse within the previous three months or any had lifetime history of substance dependence. Patients and controls participants were closely matched on gender and race/ ethnicity distributions and there was no significant difference between the groups in age (t(33) = 1.074, p = 0.291). The schizophrenia and control groups also showed no significant difference in parental socioeconomic status (t(33) = 0.294, p = 0.770), as determined by Hollingshead Index scores (Hollingshead, 1965) . Demographic characteristics of all participants and clinical details for the schizophrenia group are given in Table 1 . Written informed consent was obtained from all participants following the guidelines of the Massachusetts General Hospital and Tufts Human Subjects Research Committees.
Stimulus presentation and EEG recording
Participants were randomly assigned to one of the two lists used for counterbalancing. In order to ensure fairly high naming accuracy during the ERP experiment itself, and following the usual practice for studies of picture naming, all participants were familiarized with the pictures and their expected names prior to the ERP experiment itself.
During the ERP experiment, participants sat in a comfortable chair in a dimly lit room, approximately 60 in. away from a 19-inch CRT monitor, and away from the experimenter. On each trial, a fixation prompt appeared for 500 ms followed by a forward mask ("#######") for 200 ms, followed by the prime word for 60 ms (in white Arial font against a black background), followed by the target picture, 4 which remained on the screen until it was named (with a soft time limit of approximately 2 s), see Fig. 2 . In between each trial, participants saw a sign prompting them to blink, written as "(--)", to reduce the chances of blink artifact during the trials themselves, and this was followed by a blank screen for 350 ms. Participants were instructed to name the pictures as quickly and accurately as possible. Their responses were recorded with in-house software that began recording as soon as the target picture appeared. Participants were given breaks every 15 trials during which they were told that they could move freely. Twenty-nine tin electrodes recorded the electroencephalogram (EEG), held in place on the scalp by an elastic cap (Electro-Cap International, Eaton, OH). Electrodes were placed in standard (Andreasen, 1984b) . For each symptom, summary scores were derived by summing all SAPS scores within the relevant symptom cluster. SAPS total was calculated by summing all scores of all symptoms. e SANS: Scale for the Assessment of Negative Symptoms (Andreasen, 1984a) . SANS total was calculated by summing all scores of all symptoms.
3 In one patient, we did not complete the SAPS assessment of thought disorder. In another patient, the SAPS assessment of thought disorder was completed on a later date. 4 Unlike our previous study carried out in young healthy adults (Blackford et al., 2012) , the prime word was not followed by a backward mask before the target picture appeared. This was because participants were over 20 years older than in the previous study. The omission of the backward mask increased the likelihood of seeing a semantic priming effect on the N400 with this very short SOA in this older population.
International 10-20 System locations as well as at 10 additional sites situated primarily between frontal and central sites and between central and parietal sites. Electrodes were also placed below the left eye and at the outer canthus of the right eye to monitor vertical and horizontal eye movements. The EEG signal was amplified by an Isolated Bioelectric Amplifier System Model H&W-32/BA (SA Instrumentation, San Diego, CA) with a bandpass of 0.01-40 Hz and was continuously sampled at 200 Hz by an analogue-to-digital converter.
Behavioral data analysis
For the analysis of accuracy, accurate and inaccurate responses were considered binary outcomes. For the analysis of naming times, we examined accurate trials after first removing outliers (responses exceeding two standard deviations above the mean of that participant's mean naming time across all conditions) and then logarithmically transforming the data to reduce skew.
Both these accuracy and naming time data were analyzed with linear mixed-effect regression models over single-trial data. These models were fit in R version 3.2.4 (R Core Team, 2016) using the "lme4" package version 1.1-11 (see Bates et al., 2015) . For the accuracy model, we used logistic regression (appropriate for binary outcome responses).
As described in the Materials and methods, the same target pictures were counterbalanced across related and unrelated conditions for each type of Relationship (see Fig. 1 ). This resulted in a design in which prime-target Relatedness (related vs. unrelated) was nested within Relationship Type (semantic, phonemic, identity). Thus, in both the accuracy and naming time models, Relationship Type and Relatedness were within-participant fixed factors and Group (control, schizophrenia) was a between-participant fixed factor. The maximal identifiable random-effects structure was used (Barr et al., 2013) : by-item and by-subject random intercepts, and by-item and by-subject random slopes for Relatedness and Relationship Type.
The significance of all main effects and interactions involving any of the fixed factors (Group, Relatedness, and Relationship Type) was assessed using type-III sum of squares estimates. In the accuracy model, p values were estimated using a Wald approximation, as implemented by the "car" package version 2.1-3 (Fox and Weisberg, 2011) . In the naming time model, p values were estimated using a Satterthwaite approximation, as implemented by the "lmerTest" package version 2.0-30 (Kuznetsova et al., 2015) .
In both accuracy and naming time models, any interactions involving Relatedness were followed up with the fitted coefficients or, in post hoc models, within each level of Group or Relationship Type (as appropriate) with coefficient p-values estimated using Satterthwaite approximations.
ERP data analysis
ERPs were averaged off-line at each electrode site in each experimental condition. We elected a priori to use a −50 to + 50 ms baseline for analyses, following our previous study using the same paradigm in young healthy participants (Blackford et al., 2012) .
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ERPs were averaged across all trials, which had the advantage of maximizing power and maintaining counterbalancing across lists. Across all participants, the lowest value in the range of mean naming times was 761 ms, and so, to avoid speech-related artifact, we only analyzed and show ERP activity up until 650 ms post-picture onset (in some participants, there were some individual trials with naming times of < 650 ms but these constituted < 3% of all trials across all participants). Trials contaminated with eye artifact (detected using a polarity inversion test on the left eye channel) or amplifier blockage were excluded from analyses. As noted above, four patients were excluded altogether from the ERP analysis because of high artifact rejection rates (> 50% of trials excluded). Across the remainder of the participants, artifact contamination from eye movement or amplifier blocking led to the rejection of 17% of trials in patients and 13% in controls. This did not differ between the two groups (all Fs < 1.849, ps > 0.171), but it did differ between the three Relationship Types (F(2,66) = 7.572, p < 0.005), due to more rejections in the identity related and corresponding unrelated trials, than in either the phonemically related and unrelated trials (t(34) = 2.606, p < 0.05) or the semantically related and unrelated trials (t(34) = 4.065, p < 0.001). There was no Relatedness by Relationship Type interaction (F(2,66) = 0.973, p = 0.372).
ERP data from a representative sub-array of nine channels were used for analysis. This sub-array constituted three columns over the left, center, and right hemisphere, each with three electrode sites extending from the front to the back of the head (F3, Fz, F4, C3, Cz, C4, P3, Pz, P4). This allowed us to use the same analysis strategy that we used in our previous study using the same paradigm in young healthy individuals (Blackford et al., 2012) . Also following this previous study, we examined three ERP components: the N/P150 between 100-200ms, the N250/N300 between 200-350 ms (Eddy & Holcomb, 2010) , and the N400 between 350-550 ms. We also followed another previous ERP study examining automatic semantic priming in people with schizophrenia (Kreher et al., 2008) by further subdividing the N400 component into two 100 ms epochs to give a finer-grained assessment within this time window. However, given that this subdivision of the N400 increased the probability of Type 1 error (see Luck and Gaspelin, 2017 for recent discussion), for any analysis that yielded a significant difference between the schizophrenia and control groups in N400 modulation (at an alpha of p ≤ 0.05), we carried out a supplementary mass univariate analysis to determine whether the effect remained significant at all sampling points within the 350-550 ms time at 17 contiguous electrode sites (F3, Fz, F4, FC5, FC1, FC2, FC6, C3, Cz, C4, CP5, CP1, CP2, CP6, P3, Pz, P4), using a cluster-based permutation test to account for multiple comparisons (Maris and Oostenveld, 2007; Groppe et al., 2011) . This approach explicitly accounts for multiple comparisons while retaining the ability to localize ERP effects on the scalp surface (Luck, 2014) . Indeed, recent simulations in our lab show that, for relatively widespread effects, when used in combination with a cluster mass test, it does not sacrifice power to detect ERP effects + #### pants nts 500 ms 200 ms 60 ms Fig. 2 . Trial Presentation. Each trial consisted of a fixation prompt, a forward mask, a briefly-presented content word, and a picture. The picture stayed on the screen until participants named the item (with a soft limit of approximately 2 s). (Fields, 2017) . Details of these methods and results are reported in Supplementary Materials.
For each time window, we started with an omnibus ANOVA to determine whether, within that time window, the semantic relatedness effect, the phonemic relatedness effect and the identity relatedness effect differed between the control and schizophrenia groups. As noted above and in the Methods, for each of these three types of relationship, the same 90 targets were paired with 90 unrelated prime words (counterbalanced across lists). Thus, in these omnibus ANOVAs, Relatedness (related, unrelated) was nested within Relationship Type (identity, semantic, phonemic), and both were included as withinsubject factors. Group (control, schizophrenia) was a between-participant factor. These omnibus models also included Laterality (left, midline, right), and Anterior Posterior (AP) Distribution electrode placement (frontal, central, parietal) as within-subject factors.
Any interactions that involved Group, Relatedness and Relationship Type were then followed up with planned ANOVAs to examine effects of Relatedness for each Relationship Type. In these ANOVAs, the within-subject factors were Relatedness (semantically related versus unrelated; phonemically related versus unrelated; identity related versus unrelated) as well as Laterality and AP Distribution. Again, the between-subject factor was Group. Interactions involving Group were further followed up by examining effects of Relatedness in the control and schizophrenia groups separately. In reporting results, we use the Greenhouse-Geisser correction (Greenhouse and Geisser, 1959) .
Relationships between ERP effects and clinical measures within the schizophrenia group
We carried out planned correlations within the schizophrenia group to examine the relationships between thought disorder, as assessed using the SAPS (summed score), and modulation of the N400. The N400 effects were captured by subtracting activity to the semantically related or identity related targets from their corresponding unrelated targets, each averaged across a three-electrode central region (C3, Cz, C4) within the late N400 time window (450-550 ms). We examined Spearman's correlations. Alpha was set at 0.05, although we note that, given the small sample size, results significant at this level should be considered preliminary.
We also carried out exploratory post hoc analyses examining relationships between these N400 effects and SAPS scores of delusions, hallucinations and bizarre behavior (each assessed by summing all SAPS scores within the relevant symptom cluster), as well as total positive symptoms (summed across all SAPS items), total negative symptoms (summed across all SANS items), and medication dosage (in chlorpromazine equivalents, calculated following Gardner et al., 2010) . Results of these exploratory analyses are reported in Supplementary Materials.
Results
Behavioral results
One control's behavioral data was missing because of equipment failure, and was therefore excluded from the behavioral analyses.
Accuracy
The differences in overall accuracy between the control group (mean: 92.3%, SD: 26.6%) and the schizophrenia group (mean: 90.2%, SD 29.7%) did not reach significance (main effect of Group, χ 2 (1) = 3.33, p = 0.068). There was also no significant difference between the two groups in the effects of Relatedness or Relationship Type (no interactions between either Group and Relatedness, χ 2 (1) = 1.70, p = 0.192, or between Group and Relationship Type, χ 2 (2) = 0.11, p = 0.945, or between all three factors, χ 2 (2) = 5.55, p = 0.062).
Across the two groups, there was a main effect of Relatedness, which reflected more accurate naming of related than unrelated targets (χ 2 (1) = 22.58, p < 0.001). In addition, there was a significant interaction between Relationship Type and Relatedness (χ 2 (2) = 7.72, p = 0.021). This interaction resulted from (a) a significant difference between the effect of Relatedness in comparing the identity related (versus unrelated) trials, and the semantically related (versus unrelated) trials (z = 2.12, p = 0.034), as well as (b) a significant difference between the effect of Relatedness in comparing the identity related (versus unrelated) trials and the phonemically related (versus unrelated) trials (z = 2.63, p = 0.009). Follow-ups revealed no significant differences in errors between naming identity related and unrelated pictures (β = 0.127, z = 0.37, p = 0.71), but more errors in naming semantically related than unrelated pictures (β = 0.848, z = 4.10, p < 0.001), and more errors in naming phonemically related pictures than unrelated pictures (β = 0.702, z = 2.18, p = 0.029).
Naming times
Participants' naming times for each correctly-named target picture in each condition are shown in the boxplot in Fig. 3 . There were no overall differences in naming times between the schizophrenia and control groups (no main effects of Group: F(1, 30.4) = 0.36, p = 0.554), and no difference between the two groups in the pattern of naming times across conditions (no interactions involving Group, ps > 0.18). Across both groups, related items were named significantly faster than unrelated items (main effect of Relatedness: F(1, 36.8) = 5.16, p = 0.029). In addition, across both groups, the effect of Relatedness on naming times differed between the three Relationship Types (interactions between Relatedness and Relationship Type, F(2, 248.6) = 16.30, p < 0.001). This was due to a significant difference in the effect of Relatedness in comparing the identity related (versus unrelated) trials, and the semantically related (versus unrelated) trials (interaction t = 4.35, p < 0.001): whereas identity related pictures Fig. 3 . Naming times in the control and schizophrenia groups. Naming times were calculated as the time from the onset of correctly-named target pictures until the onset of the verbal response (excluding disfluencies like "um"). Black horizontal lines in each box indicate the median naming time across all trials of that condition from all participants in each participant group, with a notch indicating a 95% confidence interval for the median. The top and bottom box boundaries indicate the 3rd and 1st quartiles, respectively.
were named significantly faster than unrelated pictures (β = −0.031, t = − 3.27, p = 0.002), semantically related pictures were named significantly slower than unrelated pictures (β = 0.014, t = 2.12, p = 0.037). There was no significant difference in the effect of Relatedness the identity related (versus unrelated) trials, and the phonemically related (versus unrelated) trials (interaction t = 1.37, p = 0.17): in both cases, naming times were faster to related than to unrelated targets.
ERP results
Grand average ERPs, time-locked to the presentation of target pictures, together with voltage maps in the late N400 time window are plotted in Fig. 4. 
100-200 ms: N/P150
There were no main effects or interactions involving Relatedness in this time window (all Fs < 3.054, all ps > 0.057).
200-350 ms: N250/N300
The omnibus ANOVA revealed an interaction between Group, Relatedness, and Relationship Type (F(2,66) = 3.497, p < 0.05), as well as between Group, Relatedness, and AP Distribution (F(2,66) = 3.818, p < 0.05).
Comparisons between the semantically related and unrelated targets and between the phonemically related and unrelated targets revealed no significant effects involving Group and/or Relatedness (all Fs < 2.175, all ps > 0.136). However, in comparing the identity related and unrelated targets, there were interactions between Relatedness and Group (F(1,33) = 7.451, p < 0.05), as well as between Relatedness, Group and AP Distribution (F(2,66) = 3.996, p < 0.05). These interactions arose because the schizophrenia group produced a larger N250/N300 prior to naming identity related than unrelated pictures (F(1,18) = 6.777, p < 0.05), but there was no effect of Relatedness in the control group within this time window (F (1,15) = 1.493, p < 0.241).
The N400: 350-450 ms and 450-550 ms
The omnibus ANOVA revealed an interaction between Relatedness, Fig. 4 . Grand-averaged waveforms in the control and schizophrenia groups. Negative voltage is plotted upwards. Waveforms (shown at Cz and Pz) evoked by target pictures that were preceded by prime words that were related to the target's name along three dimensions are shown as solid lines: Semantic (blue), Phonemic (black) and Identity (red). For each of these three relationship types, waveforms produced by the same targets when preceded by unrelated primes are shown as dotted lines. Voltage maps show differences between ERPs evoked by each of these contrasts in the late N400 time window (450-550 ms). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
Relationship Type and Laterality (F(4132) = 3.084, p < 0.05) in the early N400 time window, and between Group and Relatedness (F(1,33) = 5.065, p < 0.05), Group, Relatedness and AP Distribution (F(2,66) = 3.644, p < 0.05), and Group, Relatedness and Relationship Type (F (2,66) = 5.087, p < 0.01) in the late N400 time window. The pair-wise ANOVAs contrasting the semantically related and unrelated targets showed no interactions involving Group and Relatedness (all Fs < 1.851, ps > 0.169). However, across all participants, there were interactions between Relatedness and AP Distribution (approaching significance in the early N400 time window, F(2,66) = 2.748, p = 0.086, and significant in the late N400 time window, F(2,66) = 3.705, p < 0.05), reflecting an N400 semantic priming effect that was maximal at central and parietal sites in the late time window (C3, P3, Pz, P4, all ps < 0.05), see Fig. 4 , top.
In comparing the phonemically related and unrelated targets, there were no significant interactions with Group, and no effects involving Relatedness in either the early or late N400 time window (all Fs < 2.977, all ps > 0.067), see Fig. 4 , middle.
The pair-wise ANOVAs contrasting the identity related and unrelated targets revealed interactions between Group and Relatedness in both the early and late N400 time windows (early N400 time window: F (1,33) = 5.156, p < 0.05; late N400 time window, F(1,33) = 14.073, p < 0.01). This interaction appeared to be driven by an N400 priming effect in controls (a smaller/less negative-going N400 to identity related than to unrelated targets) but a reverse N400 effect in patients (a larger/more negative-going N400 to the identity related than the unrelated targets), see Fig. 4 , bottom. In the early N400 time window, these within-subject comparisons approached significance (controls: F (1,18) = 2.186, p < 0.15; patients: F(1,15) = 3.065, p < 0.10), and in the late N400 time window, both the priming effect in controls and the reverse effect in patients were significant (controls: F(1,15) = 9.822, p < 0.01; patients: F(1,18) = 4.829, p < 0.05). A mass univariate analysis that examined all sampling points across the 350-550 ms time window at 17 electrode sites (F3, Fz, F4, FC5, FC1, FC2 , FC6, C3, Cz, C4, CP5, CP1, CP2, CP6, P3, Pz, P4), with a cluster-based permutation test to account for multiple comparisons (Maris and Oostenveld, 2007; Groppe et al., 2011) , revealed the same pattern of findings (see Supplementary Materials for full report).
Clinical characteristics
We found an inverse correlation between SAPS thought disorder scores (summed) and the magnitude of the semantic priming effect within the late N400 time window (450-550 ms), Spearman's r = 0.5, p = 0.05: patients with more severe thought disorder showed a smaller N400 semantic priming effect. There was no correlation between thought disorder and the magnitude of the identity priming N400 effect (ps > 0.9). Because of the relatively small number of patients and limited range of thought disorder, we consider these findings preliminary. We report additional exploratory post hoc correlations between N400 effects and clinical measures within the schizophrenia group in Supplementary Materials.
Discussion
In this study, we show an abnormal pattern of neural activity associated with automatic semantic processing before word production in schizophrenia. By time-locking ERPs to the onset of target pictures and measuring the N400, we were able to index automatic semantic activity associated with retrieving the target picture's name before production (see Blackford et al., 2012) . Abnormalities in semantic activity in schizophrenia, however, were not seen in all situations. When people with schizophrenia named targets that shared only the semantic properties of their prime words then, just as in controls, the N400 was smaller (less negative) than when they named targets preceded by unrelated prime words -a normal automatic N400 semantic priming effect. Abnormalities were only observed when people with schizophrenia named targets that shared both the semantic properties and the lexical form of their preceding prime words: the amplitude of the N400 evoked by these identity related targets was larger (more negative) than the N400 evoked by unrelated targets -a reversal of the normal N400 identity priming effect. As discussed below, we suggest that this reversed pattern of N400 modulation in schizophrenia resulted from increased competition at the level of adapting connections between the target's semantic features and its lexical form prior to production. We now return to the three questions posed in the Introduction before discussing the more general implications of our findings.
1. Do automatic semantic disturbances prior to language production in schizophrenia stem from a primary disturbance in semantic memory?
The degree of attenuation of the N400 to target pictures preceded by semantically related versus unrelated primes was the same in people with schizophrenia as in healthy controls. This suggests that there was no primary disturbance in the spread of automatic activity across directly related concepts within semantic memory. In both groups, the prime automatically pre-activated the semantic features of the target with the same strength, making it easier for participants to access these semantic features and begin to map them on to the lexical form of the target, prior to its production, see Fig. 5A&B , panels 1 and 2. This is consistent with previous studies of automatic direct semantic priming that have used recognition tasks (e.g. Barch et al., 1996; Blum and Freides, 1995; Chapin et al., 1992; Ober et al., 1995; Vinogradov et al., 1992) .
In addition, like healthy controls, people with schizophrenia were slower to name targets that were preceded by semantically related versus unrelated prime words -the picture-word semantic interference effect (Alario et al., 2000; Lupker, 1979; Rosinski, 1977) . In both groups, we attribute this behavioral interference effect to processes that occurred at a later stage of processing, following the N400 time window (see Blackford et al., 2012) . More specifically, we suggest that it reflected costs of inhibiting connections between semantic features that were shared between the prime and target, and the prime's lexical form (competitive inhibition, cf. Oppenheim et al., 2010) , with these costs being incurred only after lexical selection was complete, see 2. Do automatic semantic disturbances prior to language production in schizophrenia stem from lower-level phonemic abnormalities?
Again, our findings provide no support for this hypothesis: we saw no differences between the two groups in the pattern of ERPs or naming times to target pictures that were preceded by phonemically related (versus unrelated) prime words. The absence of any modulation on the N400 in people with schizophrenia suggests that, as in healthy controls, any pre-activation of the phonemic representations by the prime did not influence semantic processing of the target within the N400 time window.
3. Do automatic semantic disturbances prior to language production in schizophrenia stem from abnormalities of the connections between semantic features and lexical form?
Our ERP findings are consistent with this third hypothesis: people with schizophrenia and healthy controls showed clear differences in how the N400 was modulated prior to naming target pictures that were preceded by identity related primes (overlapping with the names of these targets in both their semantic features and in their lexical form), relative to target pictures that were preceded by unrelated primes.
Under these conditions, controls showed the expected identity priming effect on the N400, with a smaller amplitude N400 to identity related than to unrelated targets. This facilitation effect is thought to arise because the prime pre-activated both the semantic features and the lexical form of the target, pre-strengthening strong and precise connections between these levels of representation (see Fig. 6A , panels 1 and 2). Patients, however, showed a reversed effect, with a larger amplitude N400 to identity related than to unrelated targets. Given that, as discussed above, semantic and phonemic processing were preserved in the same patients, we interpret this interference effect on the N400 as reflecting disruption at the level of adapting connections between semantic features and lexical form within the N400 time window (cf. Oppenheim et al., 2010) . More specifically, we suggest that when processing the prime, patients established weaker and less precise connections than controls (see Fig. 6B , panel 1). These more diffuse connections competed when patients came to strengthen the connections between the target's semantic features and its form prior to production (see Fig. 6B, panel 2) . This interference occurred within the N400 time window because the prime had already pre-activated the target's lexical form by the time processing of the target began. We suggest that these costs outweighed any effects of semantic facilitation by the prime, leading to the reversal of the N400 effect.
Despite this interference effect on the N400, people with schizophrenia, like healthy controls, did show a facilitatory effect on naming times to identity related (versus unrelated) targets. In controls, this behavioral facilitation is thought to result primarily from facilitated encoding of phonological representations at a later stage of processing that follows the N400 time window (see Blackford et al., 2012) . The preserved behavioral facilitation in patients therefore suggests that phonological encoding itself was intact in schizophrenia.
Theoretical implications
We have interpreted the present set of findings within a connectionist framework, which posits close links between language comprehension, production and adaptation (e.g. Oppenheim et al., 2010; Dell and Chang, 2014) . They can also be understood in relation to other theoretical frameworks that posit these types of links. For example, within a probabilistic generative framework, both language comprehension and production entail the continual generation of implicit probabilistic predictions in an ongoing attempt to refine our internal (generative) model of the statistical structure of our external environment. Any differences between our predictions and actual inputsprediction error -lead us to dynamically adapt (update) the statistical contingencies that comprise the structure of this internal model so that we are able to predict more accurately in the future (e.g. Brown and Kuperberg, 2015; Jaeger and Snider, 2013; Kleinschmidt and Jaeger, 2015) . 6 In the present paradigm, healthy controls used the lexical form of the prime to precisely predict the semantic features of the target. Thus, when they came to retrieve these semantic features in order to produce the name of the target picture, there was no semantic prediction error and a small amplitude N400 was produced. In contrast, we suggest that because people with schizophrenia failed to use the prime to precisely predict the semantic features of the target, this led to an abnormally large semantic prediction error. This, in turn led to increased costs of adjusting statistical contingencies between the target's semantic features and its lexical form prior to production and to a larger amplitude N400. 7 This interpretation is in keeping with the more general proposal that a breakdown of probabilistic prediction and updating mechanisms can explain multiple symptoms (Fletcher and Frith, Fig. 5 . Diagrammatic depiction of proposed processing and adaptation/learning mechanisms engaged when (A) healthy control participants and (B) people with schizophrenia name target pictures that are immediately preceded by masked semantically related prime words. Dotted lines are used to indicate connections across semantic and lexical form levels of representation, with the thickness of the lines depicting the strength of connections. Arrows are used to indicate the flow of activity prior to production. 1. The connections established between the lexical form of the masked prime and its semantic features (dotted lines) are weaker and more diffuse in people with schizophrenia than in healthy control participants. 2. As participants prepare to name the target picture, they retrieve its semantic features and map them on to the target's lexical representation. In both control and patient groups, a subset of these semantic features have been pre-activated by the semantically related prime (dark gray), and so this mapping process is facilitated. Thus, the amplitude of the N400 evoked by semantically related (versus unrelated) targets is reduced in both the control and patient groups. 3. Learning/adaptation is initiated when the selection of the target's lexical form is complete. This entails strengthening the connections between the target's lexical form and its semantic features (indicated using dark dotted lines) and diminishing the strength of any competing connections between the subset of semantic features shared by the prime, and the prime's lexical form (indicated with light dotted lines and crosses). In both control and patient groups, this competitive learning process leads to longer naming times to semantically related than unrelated targets: the behavioral semantic interference effect. 6 Within a probabilistic generative framework, adaptation entails updating beliefs about statistical contingencies across levels of representation (distributional learning). This contrasts with a connectionist framework in which adaptation/learning is conceptualized as entailing an adjustment of connection weights across levels of representation. For more general discussions of this type of framework, see Clark (2013) , Friston (2010) , and Jacobs and Kruschke (2011). 7 While in the present paradigm, predictions were based on bottom-up input from the lexical form of the prime, it is also possible that such unconstrained prediction error and inappropriate adaptation prior to production in schizophrenia results from a failure of patients to predict their own speech plans with the same precision as healthy controls (see Adams et al., 2013 for discussion).
2009; Corlett et al., 2010) , as well as multiple abnormalities in both language comprehension and production (Brown and Kuperberg, 2015) in schizophrenia.
Open questions
Our findings leave open a number of questions. First, are abnormalities associated with language production in schizophrenia constrained to the connections between meaning and lexical form, or do they also impact connections between lower levels of representation (e.g. between phonemic and articulatory representations), which would impact later stages of production? Although our behavioral data suggest that these later stages of processing were relatively preserved in schizophrenia, we only analyzed ERPs that were time-locked to the onset of the target stimulus. This is appropriate for examining the N400, which has a stable latency (Federmeier and Laszlo, 2009 ) and which, as noted above, is thought to capture the process of mapping the target's semantic features on to its lexical form prior to production (see Blackford et al., 2012, pages 96-97) . Later stages of production, however, may be more likely to vary across trials and across individuals, and may therefore be better indexed by time-locking to participants' articulatory responses, and examining ERPs prior to this point. Examining such response-locked ERPs carries more risk of articulatory artifact (see Porcaro et al., 2015 for a recent discussion), and also introduces challenges of identifying the precise onset of articulation (see Fargier et al., 2017) . However, this approach does have some precedent in schizophrenia research (see Ford et al., 2007) , and it may be possible to modify the paradigm used in the present study to address this question.
Second, how are the abnormalities identified here linked to the clinical phenomenon of thought disorder in schizophrenia? In present study, the interference effect on the N400 observed prior to word production was detected in the schizophrenia group as a whole. This included patients without significant thought disorder. And, indeed, for the most part, these patients successfully produced the words they intended, as evidenced by their preserved pattern of accuracy and naming times. One possibility is that thought disorder reflects an extreme manifestation of the underlying disturbances described here. On this account, in some patients, over time, a failure to maintain finely-tuned connections between form and meaning results in an indiscriminate and broader automatic spread of semantic activity (see Brown and Kuperberg, 2015) . This, in turn, would lead to increased difficulty in selecting the correct lexical form, and ultimately to the intrusion of associated items into speech -the clinical phenomenon that characterizes positive thought disorder. In the present paradigm, some preliminary evidence for this idea comes from our observation that patients with more thought disorder showed a smaller semantic N400 et al., 1992; Ober et al., 1995; Vinogradov et al., 1992) . effect (although we note that similar inverse correlations were also seen with delusions and bizarre behavior, see Supplementary Material). This may be because, in more thought-disordered patients, an indiscriminate automatic spread of semantic activity from the prime interfered with the retrieval of the target's semantic features within the N400 time window, reducing any effect of semantic facilitation within this time window.
Conclusion
In sum, we have shown that schizophrenia is associated with abnormal automatic semantic activity just a few hundred milliseconds prior to word production. We further localized this abnormality to the interface between semantic features and lexical form. We suggest that this abnormality stems from impairments of fast adaptation, resulting from a breakdown of predictive and updating mechanisms, which have been previously discussed in relation to other aspects of language processing and multiple symptoms and cognitive disturbances in schizophrenia. Fig. 6 . Diagrammatic depiction of processing and learning mechanisms engaged when (A) healthy control participants and (B) people with schizophrenia name target pictures that are immediately preceded by masked identity related prime words. Dotted lines are used to indicate connections across levels of representation, with the thickness of the lines depicting the strength of connections. Arrows are used to indicate the flow of activity prior to production. 1. The connections established between the lexical form of the masked prime and its semantic features (dotted lines) are weaker and more diffuse in people with schizophrenia than in healthy control participants. 2. As participants prepare to name the target picture, they retrieve its semantic features and map them on to the target's lexical form. Learning/adaptation is initiated when selection of the target's lexical form is complete (this occurs earlier than for semantically related targets because the target's lexical form was pre-activated by the identity related prime). In control participants, this whole process is facilitated in comparison with preparing to name unrelated targets, leading to a smaller N400 amplitude to identity related than unrelated targets. In people with schizophrenia, however, learning/adaptation entails strengthening the connections between the target's lexical form and its semantic features (indicated using dark dotted lines) and diminishing the strength of any competing connections (indicated with light dotted lines and crosses). This competitive learning process leads to a larger N400 amplitude to identity related than to unrelated targets: a reversed N400 effect.
